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Bundler with polyester strips mechanical 
pivoting on 3-points hitch + euro linkage 
for front loader

Evolutive bundler

n Bundler for 1 stere

Pack your wood in a cubic meter bundle 
(at 1m) or a half cubic meter bundle (50 cm).
Easy to use and comfort with practice swing,
time saving. Robust construction ensures
a long service life. Pivoting mechanism 
ensures ergonomic work.

High points :
- Suitable for wood lengths of 33, 50 and100 cm
- Easy to pivot ( hydraulic/mechanical )
- With string or polyester strips
- Basket diameter : 120 cm
- On 3-point hitch or hitch
  + euro linkage  for front loader
- Ergonomic work height
- Robust and durable

Polyester bundler with mechanical pivoting 

Polyester bundler with 3-point hitch ( without FAG00140 )

Polyester bundler with 3-point hitch + euro front loader ( without FAG00140 )

String bundler with mechanical pivoting ( 2 spool supports included )

String bundler with mechanical tension and 3-point hitch

String bundler with mechanical tension and 3-point hitch + euro front loader

String bundler with hydraulic tension and 3-point hitch

String bundler with hydraulic tension and 3-point hitch + euro front loader
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Multiple equipements to 

complete your bundler

Hydraulic string tension Hydraulic pivoting Hydraulic pre-tensioning

3-points hitch + euro 
linkage

Accessories kit for 
polyester strips bundler 

Evolutive bundler

Option

  Option manual pivoting for all models                                                                                   

  Option hydraulic pivoting for all models   

  Option euro front loader

  Option hydraulic string tension ( 2 spool supports included )

  Option mechanical string tension  ( 2 spool supports included  )                                                                                                                           

  Option mechanical pre-tensioning, string or polyester

  Option hydraulic pre-tensioning, string or polyester

Wide-angle PTO shaft ( CAR00025 )                                                                                                                                          
  Accessories kit for polyester strips bundler ( FAG00140 )
  ( 500 m of polyester stripes 19 m, reel, 1000 staples and clamp )                                                                                             

Reel with brake for polyester strips ( FAG00141 )

Clamps for polyester strips ( FAG00142 )
  Polyester stripes 500 m /19 mm ( 750 daN ) ( FAG00143 / 143A)
  ( When ordering, specify mandrel Ø75 or Ø200 )                                                                                                                                          

Staples, 1.000 pieces / 19 mm ( FAG00144 )                                                                          
  String spool ( 250 m, 8 threads, 1040 daN ) ( FAG0130 )
  String spool ( 190 m, 10 threads, 1250 daN ) ( FAG0131 )                                                                           

Adjustable spool support
for string
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*Not compatible with1/2 stere bundler

 NEW
Centering kit for pump

Supporting frame for vertical splitter 12 to 27 tons + bundler*

Centering kit for pump on vertical splitter 12/16 and 13/17 ( SUP000110 )

Centering kit for pump on vertical splitter 22/27 ( SUP000111 )

Hydraulic tilting ( FLX01173 ) 

Hydraulic pre-tension  ( FLX01174 )   

Hydraulic tension ( FLX01174 ) 

Supporting frame for vertical splitter 12 to 27 tons + bundler - SIFF

n Supporting frame for vertical splitter 12 to 27 tons + bundler* - SIFF
- Width of the frame  : 220 cm

- Width with bundling unit and splitter : 270 cm

- Width with lighting : 300 cm

- Weight : 122 kg ( without splitter and bundler )


